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BYE LAW 6
DISCIPLINE
6.1.1
In this Bye Law 6, a reference to any statute or statutory provision includes reference to that statute or
statutory provision as from time to time amended, extended or re-enacted, with or without amendment.
6.1.2
In this Bye Law 6, unless there is something inconsistent in the subject or context, words denoting the
singular number only include the plural and vice-versa; words denoting one gender only include the
other genders; words denoting individuals include corporations and vice-versa; and references to
"person" include reference to a Firm, or corporation, or other body of persons; words such as
"hereunder", "hereto", "hereof" and "herein" and other words commencing with "here" shall refer, unless
the context clearly indicates to the contrary, to the whole of this Bye Law 6 and not to any particular
section or paragraph thereof.
6.1.3
The headings and captions to the paragraphs in this Bye Law 6 are inserted for convenience of
reference only and do not affect its construction or interpretation.
6.1.4
The defined terms set out in Article 1 and Article 48 of the Articles have the same meaning in this Bye
Law 6.

6.2
DUTIES AND LIABILITY TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
6.2.1
It shall be the duty of every Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individuals, Student and Authorised
Firm to co-operate fully at every phase of the disciplinary process provided for under this Bye-Law 6. It
shall be the duty of every Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individuals, Student and Authorised
Firm (including such Members, Affiliated Partners, Students, Responsible Individuals, and Authorised
Firms who are not involved in or the subject of the said disciplinary process) to provide such information,
explanations, documents and computer and other electronic records as the Secretary, the Investigation
Committee, a Special Investigator, the Independent Reviewer, the Disciplinary Committee, a
Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal, as the case may be, may consider necessary to enable it
or him to carry out its or his duties1.
6.2.2
In any case where an Authorised Firm is the subject matter of a Complaint, it shall be the duty of the
Authorised Firm to nominate which of its principals are to deal with the Complaint and any Formal
Complaint or Appeal that may arise there from. The Authorised Firm must nominate which of its
principals are to deal with the Complaint within a time period prescribed by the Secretary. Failure of an
Authorised Firm to nominate a principal in accordance with this bye law does in, and of itself constitute
a prima facia case of misconduct.
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6.2.3
Where an order is made pursuant to this Bye-Law 6 by a Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal for
the withdrawal of any authorisation, licence or permit the Respondent or, as the case may be, the
Appellant concerned, shall comply with the requirements imposed by the Registration Committee (or
any replacement thereof) as a consequence of such withdrawal.

6.3
LIABILITY TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
6.3.1
Every Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner Responsible Individual, and Student shall be liable
to disciplinary action in the circumstances set out in these Bye Laws. For the avoidance of doubt, a
Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual and Student shall be liable to
disciplinary action in accordance with the Articles of the Institute and the Bye Laws in force at the time
the matters complained of take place (In respect of AIPA/FIPA members this includes the Articles, bye
laws and Code of Ethics of the Institute of Incorporated Public Accountants in force at the time the
matters complained of take place) ; but for the avoidance of doubt, all disciplinary proceedings shall be
conducted in accordance with the Articles of the Institute and the Bye Laws in force at the time of such
proceedings. A Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, and Student shall
be liable to disciplinary action whether or not he or it was a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner
and Student at the time of the occurrence giving rise to his becoming so liable 2.
6.3.2
Notwithstanding anything in this Bye-Law 6, no Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual,
Student or Authorised Firm may be subject to disciplinary proceedings on grounds that did not constitute
misconduct under the Bye-Laws effective at the time the alleged misconduct occurred.
6.3.3
A Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm will not be liable to
disciplinary action in relation to an event or events arising more than six years prior to the time that it
first comes to the attention of the Secretary, unless the Secretary, in his or her absolute discretion
determines otherwise.

6.4
MISCONDUCT
6.4.1
For the purposes of the disciplinary process set out in this Bye Law 6 misconduct includes but is not
confined to any act or default on the part of the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner
,Responsible Individual, or Student likely to bring discredit to himself/the Authorised Firm, the Institute
or the Profession of accountancy.

6.5
LIABILITY OF A MEMBER, AFFILIATED PARTNER, RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL OR STUDENT
TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
For the purposes of this bye law 6.5, any complaint in respect of an AIPA/FIPA member which relates
to matters which occurred before 1 September 2017, references to Articles, bye laws and Code of
Ethics relate to the Articles, bye laws and Code of Ethics of the Institute of Incorporated Public
Accountants in force at the time the matter complained of occurred.
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6.5.1
A Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or a Student shall be liable to the disciplinary
process in accordance with this Bye Law 6 if it is alleged that in the course of carrying out his
professional duties or otherwise that he is guilty of misconduct. Without prejudice to the generality the
disciplinary process shall be instigated where the allegation is made alleging that:
(a) He has committed any breach of, or has failed, refused or neglected to comply with These
Presents; or
(b) He has been duly disciplined by any other professional body or some other disciplinary process;
or
(c) He has failed, refused or neglected to comply with orders duly made pursuant to this Bye Law 6
other than pending the outcome of an Appeal under this Bye Law 6; or
(d) He has engaged in conduct in the context of an insolvency event which gives rise to liability to
disciplinary action. Such conduct includes but is not limited to: failure to notify the Institute of the
insolvency event as required, fraud or theft, reckless trading, failure to co-operate with an
insolvency process, dishonest dealings with clients or creditors, fraudulent preference, failing to
act honestly and responsibly in business dealings, careless assumption of debt where inability to
meet obligations on foot thereof was reasonably foreseeable, breaches of Companies Legislation,
failing to engage with the Institute on the occurrence of an insolvency event, or breaches of these
Bye-Laws ; or
(e) He provided or purported to provide financial services in connection with any matter in which he
has been engaged by a client and it is alleged that those services were inadequate in any material
respect and were not of the quality that could reasonably be expected of him; or
(f)

He performed his professional duties inefficiently or incompetently to such an extent, or on such a
number of occasions, as to bring discredit to himself, the Institute or the Profession of accountancy;
or

(g) He has, before a Court of competent jurisdiction in Ireland or elsewhere, pleaded guilty to or has
been found guilty of any offence involving fraud, dishonesty, violence or indecency, subversion,
drug trafficking, money laundering, tax evasion, breach of companies legislation or complicity in
any such offences; or
(h) He has in any civil or criminal proceedings before a Court of competent jurisdiction in Ireland or
elsewhere, been found to have acted fraudulently or dishonestly; or
(i) He has failed to co-operate fully with any enquiry or investigation being conducted by or on behalf
of the Institute; in particular he failed to respond to correspondence by or on behalf of the Institute;
in particular he failed to respond to correspondence or other communications from the Secretary
or any person acting on behalf of the Investigation Committee, a Special Investigator, the
Disciplinary Committee, a Disciplinary Tribunal, the Appeal Panel, an Appeal Tribunal, the
Registration Committee or the Registration Appeal Committee of the Institute ; or
(j) He has acted or defaulted in some manner not mentioned above which tends to discredit himself,
the Institute or the Profession of accountancy; or
(k) He failed to co-operate with the quality assurance process as per Bye Law 7.
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6.6
LIABILITY OF AUTHORISED FIRMS TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
For the purposes of this bye law 6.5, any complaint in respect of an Authorised Firm controlled by
AIPA/FIPA member(s) which relates to matters which occurred before 1 September 2017, references
to Articles, bye laws and Code of Ethics relate to the Articles, bye laws and Code of Ethics of the Institute
of Incorporated Public Accountants in force at the time the matter complained of occurred.
6.6.1
An Authorised Firm shall be liable to the disciplinary process in accordance with this Bye Law 6 if it is
alleged that in the course of carrying out its professional duties or otherwise that it is guilty of
misconduct. Without prejudice to the generality the disciplinary process shall be instituted where the
allegation is made alleging that:
(a) It has committed any breach of or has failed refused or neglected to comply with These Presents;
or
(b) It has been duly disciplined by any other professional body or some other disciplinary process; or
(c) It has failed, refused or neglected to comply with orders duly made pursuant to this Bye Law 6
other than pending the outcome of an Appeal made pursuant to this Bye Law; or
(d) It has engaged in conduct in the context of an insolvency event which gives rise to liability to
disciplinary action. Such conduct includes but is not limited to: failure to notify the Institute of the
insolvency event as required, fraud or theft, reckless trading, failure to co-operate with an
insolvency process, dishonest dealings with clients or creditors, fraudulent preference, failing to
act honestly and responsibly in business dealings, careless assumption of debt where inability to
meet obligations on foot thereof was reasonably foreseeable, breaches of Companies Legislation,
failing to engage with the Institute on the occurrence of an insolvency event, or breaches of these
Bye-Laws ; or
(e) It provided or purported to provide financial services in connection with any matter in which it has
been engaged by a client and it is alleged that those services were inadequate in any material
respect and were not of the quality that could reasonably be expected of it; or
(f) It performed its professional duties inefficiently or incompetently to such an extent, or on such a
number of occasions, as to bring discredit to itself, the Institute or the Profession of accountancy;
or
(g) It has, before a court of competent jurisdiction in Ireland or elsewhere, pleaded guilty to or has
been found guilty of any offence involving fraud, dishonesty, violence or indecency, subversion,
drug trafficking, money laundering, tax evasion, breach of companies legislation or complicity in
any such offences ; or
(h) It has in any civil or criminal proceedings before a court of competent jurisdiction in Ireland or
elsewhere, been found to have acted fraudulently or dishonestly; or
(i) It has failed to co-operate fully with any enquiry or investigation being conducted by or on behalf
of the Institute; in particular it failed to respond to correspondence by or on behalf of the Institute;
in particular it failed to respond to correspondence or other communications from the Secretary or
any person acting on behalf of the Investigation Committee, a Special Investigator, the Disciplinary
Committee, a Disciplinary Tribunal, the Appeal Panel, an Appeal Tribunal, the Registration
Committee or the Registration Appeal Committee of the Institute; or
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(j) It has acted or defaulted in some manner not mentioned above which tends to discredit itself, the
Institute or the Profession of accountancy; or
(k) Any principal in the Authorised Firm or any employee thereof is (or would, if he or she were a
Member, Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual of the Institute, be) liable to disciplinary action
in accordance with this Bye Law 6: or
(l) It has failed to co-operate fully with the quality assurance process as per Bye Law 7.

6.7
PRESUMPTION OF MISCONDUCT
6.7.1
Where a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student has, before a
Court of competent jurisdiction in Ireland or elsewhere, pleaded guilty to or has been found guilty of any
offence involving dishonesty, fraud, violence or indecency, subversion, drug trafficking, money
laundering, tax evasion, breach of companies legislation or complicity in any such offences or has in
any civil proceedings being found to have acted fraudulently or dishonestly, it shall be presumed, unless
the contrary is established, that such conviction or finding constitutes proof of misconduct3.

6.8
PRIMA FACIE CASE OF MISCONDUCT
6.8.1
Failure by a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student to respond
to correspondence or other communications from the Secretary or any person acting on behalf of the
Investigation Committee, the Special Investigator, a Disciplinary Tribunal, an Appeal Tribunal, the
Registration Committee or the Registration Appeal Committee of the Institute, or failure to co-operate
fully with any enquiry or investigation being conducted by or on behalf of the Institute, does in itself
constitute a prima facie case of misconduct. The case of misconduct caused by a failure set out above
shall not ordinarily be investigated or considered as a separate matter by the Investigation Committee,
Special Investigator, Disciplinary Tribunal, Appeal Tribunal, Registration Committee or Registration
Appeal Committee, however it will be taken into consideration as an aggravating factor in the
investigation, enquiry or process in which it arose.

6.9
APPOINTMENTS
6.9.1
In each year the Council shall appoint an Investigation Committee, a Disciplinary Committee and an
Appeal Panel4.
6.9.2
No person who is an employee of the Institute or a Member of Council shall be a Member of the
Investigation Committee, Disciplinary Committee or Appeal Panel. No person shall be a Member of
more than one of the Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Committee and the Appeal Panel.
However, if during the course of a hearing of a Complaint a Member of the Disciplinary Tribunal hearing
that Complaint, or during the hearing of an Appeal a Member of the Appeal Tribunal hearing that Appeal,
is elected or appointed to the Council he shall continue in office as a Member of such Disciplinary
Tribunal or of such Appeal Tribunal (as the case may be) until such hearing has finalised 5.
3

Article 48(d)
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6.9.3
The Council shall have power to pay remuneration to and reasonable expenses of:
(i)

members of the Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Committee and the Appeal Panel
provided always that no remuneration shall be paid to any such person who is a Member of the
Institute;

(ii)

a Special Investigator appointed by the Investigation Committee in accordance with these ByeLaws; and

(iii)

the Independent Reviewer, an independent expert and a legal assessor appointed under these
Bye-Laws 6

6.9.4
The Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Committee and the Appeal Panel shall each have power
to make standing orders (not being inconsistent with the express provisions of the Bye Laws or the
Articles) as may be considered by them necessary for the performance of the respective functions 7.
6.9.5
The Council shall appoint no less than two persons who are neither Members nor employees of the
Institute to the Independent Reviewer Panel annually to carry out the functions of Independent
Reviewers specified in this Bye Law 6. An Independent Reviewer will be appointed from the panel by
the Secretary of the Institute on a case by case basis and the appointment will occur within 2 Months
of the Complainant indicating In Writing to the Institute that he/she wishes the matter to be
independently reviewed in accordance with this Bye Law 68.
6.9.6
The Council shall from time to time appoint persons (who may be employees of the Institute) to act as
registrars and to provide administrative support to the Secretary, Special Investigator, Independent
Reviewer, Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Committee, any Disciplinary Tribunal, the Appeal
Panel and any Appeal Tribunal.
6.9.7
Any person appointed by Council in accordance with this bye law 6.9 shall be bound by confidentiality
and shall declare any conflicts of interest that may arise or be perceived in advance or during the course
of any investigation, disciplinary or appeal process

6.10
THE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE
6.10.1
The Investigation Committee shall consist of not less than eight persons, the majority of whom shall be
persons who are not Members of the Institute. The Council may appoint from time to time persons to
fill any casual vacancy that arises in the membership of the Investigation Committee. The Council shall
from time to time appoint a Chairman and a Vice- Chairman of the Investigation Committee from
amongst the members of the Committee.9.
6

See Article 49(c)
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6.10.2
The quorum for meetings of the Investigation Committee shall be three persons, so long as a majority
of the attendance thereat consists of members who are not Members of the Institute10.
6.10.3
The Investigation Committee may delegate such of its functions and powers to a sub-committee of its
members as it may deem necessary and convenient11. In circumstances where a conflict arises
between a member or members of the Investigation Committee and a Member, Authorised Firm,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student who is proposed to be the subject of an
investigation by the said committee, the Chairman of the Committee may delegate such of functions
and powers of the Investigation Committee to a sub-committee as it may deem necessary and
convenient. Any sub-committee so formed shall, in the exercise of the functions and powers so
delegated, conform to any directions that may be imposed on it by the Investigation Committee or the
Chair of the Investigation Committee The quorum for meetings of any sub-committee of the
Investigation Committee shall be three persons, so long as a majority of the attendance thereat consists
of members who are not Members of the Institute. Member of a sub-Committee may be excused from
participation in the activities of the Investigation Committee for the duration of the business of the subCommittee.
6.10.4
It shall be the right of every Member and any other person to bring to the attention of the Secretary any
Complaint or any facts or matters indicating that a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, or Student may have become liable to disciplinary action as aforesaid and it
shall be the duty of the Secretary to lay such Complaint or facts or matters before the Investigation
Committee when deemed necessary following the procedures specified in this Bye Law 6 12.

6.11
COMPLAINTS
6.11.1
A Complaint means any complaint, allegation, expression of concern, matter or event touching or
apparently touching upon the conduct (whether by act or omission), behaviour, performance or affairs
of any Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student in respect of any
of the matters mentioned in the Bye-Laws whether brought to the attention of the Secretary by a
Complainant or otherwise coming to the attention of the Secretary;.13 A Complainant means a person
who brings a Complaint to the attention of the Secretary14.
6.11.2
A Complaint may come to the Secretary's attention as follows:
(a) written Complaints from Members, Affiliated Partners, Responsible Individuals, Students,
Authorised Firms and members of the public;
(b) Complaints, In Writing, from committees or staff within the Institute;
and
10

Article 50(b)
See Article 50(c)
12 See Article 50(e)
13 Article 48 of the Article of Association
14 Article 48 of the Articles of Association
11
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A matter may also come to the attention of the Secretary of the Institute as a result of reports in the
media or by some other means, including anonymous complaints, which indicates that a Member,
Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student may be liable to disciplinary
action. For the avoidance of any doubt such a matter that comes to the attention of the Secretary will
be considered a Complaint for the purpose of this Bye Law 6.

6.12
COMPLAINT FORM
6.12.1
A copy of the standard Complaint form is available on the Institute’s Website. A Complaint must be set
out In Writing for the matter to be dealt with under the disciplinary process set out in this Bye Law 6.
For consistency, if a complaint is submitted in writing, but not on the appropriate form, the Secretary
may send the Complainant a copy of the form and ask that their complaint be set out thereon. However
the failure of a Complainant to set out his Complaint on the standard Complaint form shall not prevent
the Complaint being dealt with under the disciplinary process set out in this Bye Law 6.
Where a matter comes to the attention of the Secretary as a result of media report(s), an anonymous
complaint, or by some other means other than a Complaint In Writing, the Secretary will set out the
complaint in writing.

6.13.
PROCESS USED BY THE SECRETARY IN RELATION TO A COMPLAINT
6.13.1
When a matter comes to the attention of the Secretary through media reports or by some other means
other than a Complaint In Writing which indicates that a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, or Student may be liable to disciplinary action under this Bye Law 6 the
Secretary shall follow the following procedure:
1. The Secretary shall reduce the matter(s) into Writing. If the Secretary is able to obtain a copy of
the relevant media report(s) or other relevant supporting information, such documentation will be
attached to the complaint.
2. The complaint, and any other documentation relating to the complaint is sent to the Member,
Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, or Student for his/its response. The
time period within which a response is required will be set out clearly in writing on a letter enclosing
the said form. Any extension of the said time period will be solely at the Secretary’s discretion and
can be granted either on the request by the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual or Student, or on the Secretary’s own initiative if he considers it necessary.
3. The Secretary on receipt of the written response may request any further information he deems
desirable from the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student.
The Secretary shall set a time limit, in writing, within which this further information is to be provided.
This time limit can also be extended at the discretion of the Secretary as set out at 6.13.1.2 above.
4.

If a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student fails to provide
a response and/or furnish requested information within the Secretary may decide to refer the
complaint directly to the Investigation Committee.

6.13.2
When the Secretary receives a written Complaint in relation to a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Student the Secretary shall follow the following procedure:
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1. On receipt of a written Complaint the Secretary shall acknowledge receipt of same to the
Complainant. The Secretary shall also advise the Complainant in Writing that a copy of the
Complaint (together with any attached documentation) will be sent to the Member, Authorised Firm,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student for his/its response and that a copy of the
response, or a summary of same, shall be forwarded to the Complainant when received.
2. The Secretary shall send the written Complaint (together with any attached documentation) to the
Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student with a request for
his/its response. The time period within which a response is required will be set out clearly in writing
on a letter enclosing the said form. Any extension of the said time period will be solely at the
Secretary’s discretion and can be granted either on the request of the Member, Authorised Firm,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student, or on the Secretary’s own initiative if he
considers it necessary.
3. The response, or a summary of same as appropriate, will normally be furnished to the Complainant.
The Secretary shall offer the Complainant the opportunity to respond In Writing to the response.
The time period within which a response is required will be set out clearly in writing on a letter
enclosing the said response or summary. Any extension of the said time period will be solely at the
Secretary’s discretion and can be granted either on the request of the Complainant, or on the
Secretary’s own initiative if he considers it necessary.
4. If the Complainant does not respond within the time limit the Secretary may deem that the
Complainant has not made a response to the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual or Student’s response and the matter shall proceed.
5. The Secretary shall forward this response, or a summary of same as appropriate, to the Member
who has an opportunity to provide a response. The time period within which a response is required
will be set out clearly in writing on a letter enclosing the said response. Any extension of the said
time period will be solely at the Secretary’s discretion and can be granted either on the request by
the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student, or on the
Secretary’s own initiative if he considers it necessary. The Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Student is not obliged to respond at this stage if he/it does not
wish to.
6. The Secretary, in his discretion may forward a copy of the Member’s response to the Complainant.
7. The Secretary on receipt of the written response(s) of the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Student and/or Complainant may request any further
information he deems desirable from the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual or Student. The Secretary shall set a time limit in writing within which this further
information is to be provided. This time limit similarly can be extended if a request is made to the
Secretary and/or he deems such an extension appropriate in the circumstances.
8. A failure to provide a response and/or furnish requested information within the set time period by
the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student may result in
the matter being sent to the Investigation Committee.
9. The Secretary shall have the power to summarise the issues between the parties when the matter
is sent to the Investigation Committee.
10. The Secretary at any time prior to the matter being sent to Investigation Committee may at his
absolute discretion offer the parties the opportunity to resolve the subject matter of the Complaint
by conciliation, however this offer shall be made strictly on the understanding that if the Secretary
acts as conciliator and the matter is not resolved that this shall not prevent the Secretary laying the
matter before the Investigation Committee and/or acting as “Presenter” if the Complaint proceeds
to the Disciplinary Tribunal. No person other than the Secretary can act as a conciliator.
11. The Secretary, in his absolute discretion, with the agreement of the parties concerned may refer
the case to mediation in accordance with Bye Law 6.17.
9
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12. The Secretary shall report to the Investigation Committee on a quarterly basis in relation to all
Complaints that have been resolved by virtue of conciliation and all cases referred to mediation.
6.14
COMPLAINTS THAT ARE NOT PROCEEDED WITH
6.14.1
After following the procedure set out above the Secretary may, in conjunction with the Chair of
Investigation Committee decide not to proceed with a complaint and not to lay it before the Investigation
Committee. This decision may be made in circumstances where the Secretary and Chair of
Investigation Committee:
(i)

deem that a Complaint is spurious or frivolous or vexatious;

(ii)

deem that insufficient information is available to proceed with the Complaint;

(iii) deem that there is no basis for the Complaint,
(iv)

deem that the Complaint is not a matter provided for in the Institutes bye laws;

(v) deem the Complaint is not a matter that can be dealt with by the Institute.
6.14.2
Such a determination based solely on the written Complaint and response(s) and further information
provided as requested. No oral submissions or evidence shall be heard by the Secretary or Chair of
Investigation Committee
6.14.3
Such a decision shall be made within 60 days from the date of the final response received. The
Secretary and/or the Chair of Investigation Committee has the power to extend this time period if he
feels an extension is required given the particular circumstances of the case.
6.14.4
The Secretary shall inform both the Complainant and the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual or Student In Writing of the decision not to proceed with the Complaint.
6.14.5
The Chair of the Investigation Committee shall report to the Investigation Committee and Council on a
quarterly basis in relation to complaints which were not proceeded with.

6.15
RESOLUTION AT SECRETARIAL LEVEL
6.15.1
In the following circumstances the Secretary shall deem a Complaint closed and shall not lay the matter
before the Investigation Committee where both parties confirm, In Writing to the Secretary that the
Complaint is resolved as a result of conciliation. The Secretary shall also deem a Complaint closed and
shall not lay the matter before the Investigation Committee where both parties confirm orally to the
Secretary that the Complaint is resolved as a result of conciliation. In such circumstances the Secretary
shall write to the Complainant notifying him that the case will be closed within 21 days of the date of the
letter if the Complainant does not indicate that the matter has not been resolved by conciliation.
10
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In the following circumstances the Secretary may deem a Complaint closed and may decide not to lay
the matter before the Investigation Committee:
1.

2.

Where both parties confirm either orally or In Writing to the Secretary that the Complaint is
resolved otherwise than by conciliation
or
Where the Complainant fails, refuses or neglects within 21 days to respond to a Secretary’s
written request for confirmation as to whether he wishes to proceed with his Complaint

In either circumstance the Secretary shall write to the Complainant notifying him that the case may be
closed within 21 days of date of the letter if he does not notify him that he does not want the case closed.
The Secretary in either circumstance shall lay the Complaint before the Investigation Committee if he
determines that the protection of the public interest requires the Complaint to be laid before the
Investigation Committee.
6.15.2
On a quarterly basis the Secretary shall notify the Investigation Committee of the cases that he deemed
closed and the reasons for same.

6.16
REFERAL OF A COMPLAINT TO THE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE BY THE SECRETARY
6.16.1
If the Secretary has not deemed the Complaint closed in accordance with bye law 6.14 he shall lay the
matter before the Investigation Committee and shall do so as soon as reasonably possible.
6.16.2
When the Secretary lays a Complaint before the Investigation Committee he shall provide the
Investigation Committee with a copy of the Complaint, any responses received and any further
information received.

6.17
MEDIATION
6.17.1
The Secretary and/or Investigation Committee may in its absolute discretion decide that it is in the best
interests of all the parties to deal with the Complaint through mediation. The Secretary/ Investigation
Committee will only make such a determination where the Complaint does not raise matters of
consumer protection. The Investigation Committee can make this determination at any stage once the
Complaint has been laid before it.
6.17.2
The Complaint shall not be dealt with by way of mediation unless both the Complainant and Respondent
agree to engage in the process. If either party refuse to engage in the process or object to the person
appointed as mediator the Complaint shall be referred by the Secretary to the Investigation Committee
or, if already referred, proceed as normal before the Investigation Committee.
6.17.3
The costs of the mediation process shall be borne by the parties to the Complaint and shall not be borne
by the Institute.
6.17.4
The mediator shall be appointed by the Secretary from the Panel of Mediators.
11
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6.17.5
The Council shall each year appoint not less 6 persons to the Panel of Mediators. Those persons may
be but do not have to be Members of the Institute or Lawyers15.
6.17.6
The Mediator appointed shall carry out the mediation in accordance with such scheme published by the
Institute from time to time, and subject thereto, it shall be for the mediator in his absolute discretion to
set out the mediation process to be adopted.
6.17.7
If the Mediator is of the opinion at any stage during the mediation process that either party is unwilling
to engage in the mediation process he shall notify the Secretary of same and the Complaint shall be
automatically referred to the Investigation Committee by the Secretary and the Secretary shall inform
the parties of this In Writing.
6.17.8
Any discussion that occurs between the parties and/or the Mediator during the mediation process shall
be on a confidential basis and cannot be relied upon before the Investigation Committee, the Special
Investigator, or at any Disciplinary hearing or Appeal hearing.
6.17.9
If the mediation process resolves the Complaint the mediator shall notify the Secretary In Writing that
the Complaint has been resolved. This notification shall include a document signed by the parties,
witnessed and dated acknowledging that the Complaint has been resolved. No further action will be
taken by the Institute in relation to this Complaint.
6.17.10
The Secretary shall notify the Investigation Committee as soon as reasonably possible when a
Complaint is resolved by mediation.

6.18
EMERGENCY POWERS16
6.18.1
Notwithstanding the process in bye laws 6.13 to 6.17 the Secretary shall have the right to apply to the
Investigation Committee for an Emergency Order on receipt of a written Complaint or where a matter
comes to his attention that suggests that the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner or Responsible
Individual may be liable to disciplinary action.
6.18.2
Emergency Orders that can be sought in relation to a Member are:
(a) suspension of the Member’s Membership
(b) suspension of the Member’s Practising Certificate
(c) suspension of any authorisation, licence or permit held by the Member
6.18.3
Emergency Orders that can be sought in relation to Affiliated Partners/Responsible Individuals are:
(a) Suspension of the Affiliated Partner’s/ Responsible Individual status

15
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Article 49(j)
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6.18.4
Emergency Orders that can be sought in relation to Authorised Firms are:
(a) Suspension of any registration or authorisation
(b) Suspension of the Authorised Firm describing itself as a “Certified Public Accountant”
6.18.5
The application by the Secretary for such an Emergency Order shall only be heard by the Investigation
Committee on an ex-parte basis if it is viewed by the Investigation Committee as so urgent to protect
the public interest that there is not sufficient time to put the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual or Firm on notice of the application.
6.18.6
If the application is on notice the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual
has the right to be heard and be represented by a lawyer or a Member of the Institute at the application
and to call witnesses to give evidence if he/it desires.
6.18.7
If the application is heard on an ex-parte basis and granted by the Investigation Committee the Member
concerned shall have the right to apply to the Investigation Committee for the Order to be vacated on
24 hours’ notice. The Member has the right to be heard and be represented by a lawyer or a Member
of the Institute at the application and call witnesses to give evidence if he desires. If the Investigation
Committee refuses to vacate the Order the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner or Responsible
Individual shall have the right to appeal to the Disciplinary Committee where he/it is entitled to be heard,
to be represented by a lawyer or a Member of the Institute and to call witnesses to give evidence on
his/its behalf. The Appeal shall be heard within 7 days of his notifying the Disciplinary Committee of his
intention to appeal.
6.18.8
Where a Member is unsuccessful on appeal to the Disciplinary Committee the disciplinary process in
relation to the Complaint shall be dealt with as expeditiously as possible.
6.18.9
No Emergency Order can be granted for a period of more than 21 days. If the Secretary wishes the
Order to continue he must appear before the Investigation Committee prior to the termination of the 21
days seeking same. This also applies to initial Emergency Orders that are affirmed by the Disciplinary
Tribunal. That application must be on at least 48 hours’ notice to the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated
Partner or Responsible Individual concerned. This notice should be In Writing and sent to the last known
address of the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual concerned. The
Member has the right to be heard and be represented by a Lawyer or a Member of the Institute at the
application and call witnesses to give evidence if he/it desires.
6.18.10
Before granting an Emergency Order the Investigation Committee must be satisfied that a strong and
clear case has been established that the protection of the public requires the granting of the Order.
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6.19
INVESTIGATION OF COMPLAINTS BY THE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE
6.19.1
Where any facts or matters have been laid before it, the Investigation Committee shall have power to
call for such further information (if any) as it may consider necessary to enable it to decide whether or
not a prima facie case has been made out against the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned.
The Investigation Committee shall set a time limit within which this further information is to be provided.
This time limit can be extended if a request In Writing is made to the Investigation Committee and they
deem such an extension appropriate in the circumstances.
Where the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual Student or Authorised Firm fails to provide
this further information in a time period laid down by the Investigation Committee the matter shall be
automatically referred to the Disciplinary Committee.
6.19.2
Before reaching a decision as to whether or not a prima facie case has been made out, the Investigation
Committee shall:
(a) Ensure that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm
has been provided with:
i.

A copy of the written Complaint together with any documentation attached thereto

ii.

A copy of all responses made by the Complainant

iii.

A synopsis of the Complaint prepared by the Secretary

iv.

A copy of all documentation that is before the Investigation Committee which it proposes
to base its decision on as to whether a prima facia case has been made out. If the quantity
of documentation is such that it is deemed impractical by the Committee to provide a copy
of same to the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised
Firm then he/it shall be provided with details of the material and also be provided with the
opportunity to inspect the documents with his representative prior to being required to
make any written representations to the Investigation Committee.

(b) Ensure that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm
has been given an opportunity to make written representations to it as he or it may consider
appropriate to the deliberations of the Investigation Committee. If the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm fails to provide the Committee with its
representations within the time period laid down by the Committee the Investigation shall proceed
without those representations.
6.19.3
The Investigation Committee may in its absolute discretion summons a Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm to attend before it. Where the Investigation
Committee issues such a summons the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or
Authorised Firm has the right to be represented by a lawyer or Member of the Institute. Failure to attend
where a summons has been issued shall result in the Complaint being referred to the Disciplinary
Committee.
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6.19.4
The Investigation Committee may in its absolute discretion give a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Student the opportunity to be heard before it and to be represented
at that time by a Lawyer; or a Member. In addition, the Investigation Committee may in its absolute
discretion permit the Member to be represented by any other person nominated by the Member,
Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student.
6.19.5
The Investigation Committee may in its absolute discretion give a Complainant the opportunity to be
heard before it. If the Investigation Committee affords the Complainant with this opportunity it shall also
afford the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student with the same
opportunity together with the right to be represented by a Lawyer or a Member.
6.19.6
If the Investigation Committee is of the opinion that a prima facie case has not been made out in respect
of any Complaint, it shall notify In Writing the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual,
Student or Authorised Firm concerned and, if there is one, the Complainant of that opinion together with
such explanation of its decision as the Committee in its absolute discretion thinks appropriate.

6.20
COURSES OF ACTION
6.20.1
If the Investigation Committee is of the opinion that a prima facie case as aforesaid has been made out,
it may in its absolute discretion:
(a) decide that no further action be taken on the Complaint or any specified part of it; or
(b) decide that, notwithstanding such prima facie case, further consideration of the whole or any part
of the Complaint be deferred on such terms and considerations as it considers appropriate,
whether for either or all of the following purposes namely:
(i)

to enable the Investigation Committee to obtain such information, explanations, documents
and computer and other electronic records as it considers necessary, or

(ii)

(iii)

if the substance of the Complaint is the failure of the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned to satisfy a judgment debt,
to enable the Investigation Committee to monitor any steps taken by the Member, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned to deal with the
matter; or
pending a quality assurance review; or

(iv)

pending such further actions being taken as the Investigation Committee sees fit; or

(c)

deal with the whole or part of the Complaint under this Bye Law 6 in relation to Consent Orders
or

(d)

refer the whole or part of the Complaint to the Disciplinary Committee as a Formal Complaint; or

(e)

decide that the case should rest on file

and the Investigation Committee shall notify, In Writing, the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned that a prima facie case has been made out against
the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned, and
which course of action of those listed in the Bye-Laws, the Investigation Committee intends to take. The
Investigation Committee shall similarly notify the Complainant In Writing. The Committee may also set
15
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out In Writing an explanation of its decision as the Committee in its absolute discretion thinks
appropriate.
6.20.2
Before deciding on a course of action in 6.20.1 above, the Investigation Committee shall if the
Respondent is a statutory auditor or statutory audit firm, consider the requirements of the Sections 1479
and 1480 of Companies Act 2014. It shall also review and consider any previous findings and orders
made by the Investigation Committee or Disciplinary Tribunal or any information from another regulatory
source including any matters which were allowed to rest on file and shall be entitled to take into account
any facts or matters
which may have been considered by the Investigation Committee or Disciplinary Tribunal or other
regulatory source on a previous occasion in relation to the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned.

6.21
REST ON FILE
6.21.1
If the Investigation Committee decides to rest a case on the Member's, Affiliated Partner's, Responsible
Individual’s, Student's, or Authorised Firm's file it shall notify the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm of the following:
(a) the charges in respect of which it found a prima facie case made out against the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm;
(b) the fact that it decided in all the circumstances not to refer the matter to the Disciplinary
Committee, but rather to rest the matter on the Member's, Affiliated Partner's, Responsible
Individual’s, Student's or Authorised Firm's file for a period no greater than 6 years;
(c) that the matter is to be treated as rendering the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm liable to disciplinary action and that while no action in
respect thereof will on this occasion be taken it may subsequently be referred to the Disciplinary
Committee in the event of a further matter concerning the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm being considered by the Investigation
Committee; and
(d)

that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm may
request that the matter be referred to the Disciplinary Committee if he/it so wishes, which the
Investigation Committee will do upon being so requested within 30 days of the Member, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm being so notified. If the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm makes such a request the
Complainant shall be notified of same.

6.22
CONSENT ORDERS
6.22.1
If the Investigation Committee decides to make a Consent Order it may with the agreement of the
Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm make any of all of the
following orders:
(a) that he or it be reprimanded;
(b) that he or it be fined a sum not exceeding €30,000
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(c) that he or it be required to comply with certain conditions laid down by the Investigation
Committee or carry out a particular course of action prescribed by Investigation Committee
6.22.2
The Investigation Committee may also, in its absolute discretion, in relation to a Consent Order, direct
that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm pay a sum by
way of costs to the Institute. In determining such sum for costs the Investigation Committee may take
account of any or all fees, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature incurred by or on behalf of the
Secretary, the Institute, the Investigation Committee, the Independent Reviewer and the Special
Investigator where applicable in relation to the Complaint.
6.22.3
Before making any Consent Order, the Investigation Committee shall determine which of the orders it
is minded to make, what sum by way of costs, if any, it is minded to direct should be included with such
order, and what publicity it is minded to give to such order. It shall give written notice to the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm of the course it is minded to take,
with the Member's, Affiliated Partner's, Responsible Individual’s, Student's, or Authorised Firm's
agreement with respect to such order, costs and publicity. Such notice shall State that in default of the
Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm communicating his or
its written agreement to the proposed course within a period of not less than 21 days from the date of
notice (which said period could be extended on written request at the sole discretion of the Investigation
Committee), the Complaint shall be referred to the Disciplinary Committee.
6.22.4
Where the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm gives his or
its written agreement as described in Bye-Law 6.22.3 the Investigation Committee shall make the
Order, give direction as to costs and procure the publication of the Order all as specified in the notice
given to the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm.
6.22.5
Where the Investigation Committee makes an Order as provided for in Bye Law 6.22.4, it shall cause
to be published, as soon as practicable and in such a manner as it thinks fit, and in accordance with the
publication policy approved by Council, Companies (Statutory Audits) Act 2018 and Article 30 of EU
Directive 2006/43/EC (as amended), such a report as it thinks fit of its proceedings under this Bye-Law
with respect to the Complaint. The Order made by the Investigation Committee shall be recorded by
the Secretary.
6.22.6
When the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned
gives written agreement to a Consent Order in accordance with this Bye Law 6, the Investigation
Committee will advise the Complainant of the fact and detail of the Order.
6.22.7
Where the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm fails to give
his or its written agreement as described in this Bye Law, the Investigation Committee shall refer the
case to the Disciplinary Committee and inform the Complainant (if there is one) of the referral.
6.22.8
Where during the Investigation Committee’s consideration of a Complaint placed before it, additional
acts of alleged misconduct become evident (other than that which is the basis of the Complaint) the
Investigation Committee has in its absolute discretion the right to investigate those additional acts of
alleged misconduct otherwise it shall initiate the disciplinary process regarding such act(s) by lodging a
written Complaint or Complaints to the Secretary. If the Investigation Committee decides to investigate
the additional acts of alleged misconduct it shall ensure that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual,, Student or Authorised Firm shall be fully informed of nature of the allegations and given a
copy of all relevant documentation in relation to same and be provided with an opportunity to respond
to those allegations.
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6.22.9
Without limitation to the powers of the Investigation Committee, the Committee may instruct an
employee of the Institute to assist in any investigation on its behalf. The Investigation Committee has
the authority to appoint any independent expert it deems necessary to aid its investigation. Council shall
have power to pay remuneration to and reasonable expenses of the independent expert provided no
remuneration shall be paid to such person who is a Member of the Institute or an employee of the
Institute17.

6.23
COMPLAINTS INVESTIGATED BY THE SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR
6.23.1
Where following the procedures in bye law 6.24.8 or upon consideration of a Complaint, the
Investigation Committee decides that the Complaint which has been brought to its attention should be
referred for investigation to a Special Investigator, the Investigation Committee shall notify the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned and, if there is one,
the Complainant and appoint as soon as may be, under the hand of the Chairman or failing him the
Vice-Chairman of the Investigation Committee, a suitably qualified person as a Special Investigator to
conduct in such manner as he shall see fit an investigation into such facts and matters as may be
specified by the Investigation Committee in the instrument appointing him or in any instrument
supplemental thereto.
6.23.2
A Special Investigator may, at any time during his investigation, apply to the Investigation Committee
for such extension, amplification or modification of the facts and matters to be investigated into by him
as he may deem appropriate having regard to the results of his investigation to date.
6.23.3
The Investigation Committee shall have power:
(a) to confer on the Special Investigator powers to request further information from the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm. Failure to provide such
information within the time limit set down by the Special Investigator and failure to comply with
such a request shall result in the Complaint being automatically referred to the Disciplinary
Committee.
(b) to authorise the Special Investigator to engage Members, Authorised Firms or any other experts
to carry out such detailed investigations as the Special Investigator may consider necessary and
to engage Lawyers. The Council shall have the power to pay remuneration to and reasonable
expenses of any expert (provided remuneration is not paid to a Member or employee of the
Institute) or any Lawyer engaged by the Special Investigator.
(c) to authorise the Special Investigator to do all such things as he may consider necessary or
conducive to carrying out his investigation; and
(d) to publish or cause to be (if at the Investigation Committee’s discretion it considers it appropriate
to do so) published the fact that a Special Investigator has been appointed and his terms of
reference.
6.23.4
The Special Investigator shall report to the Investigation Committee and in such report he shall certify
whether or not, in his opinion, as a result of his investigations there exists a prima facie case of
misconduct against any Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm
and, if so, he shall specify such prima facie case and stipulate the evidence, facts and matters which
17
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he has ascertained in the course of his investigations and which, in his opinion, support such prima
facie case. This report shall be delivered within a time limit set out by the Investigation Committee. The
Investigation Committee has the discretion to extend this time limit.
6.23.5
Where the Special Investigator certifies to the Investigation Committee that, in his opinion, a prima facie
case of misconduct exists, the Investigation Committee shall immediately refer to the Disciplinary
Committee, by way of Formal Complaint, the prima facie case of misconduct. The Investigation
Committee shall notify the Complainant of same.
6.23.6
In any Formal Complaint referred to the Disciplinary Committee pursuant to this Bye Law 6, the Special
Investigator shall, assisted by such lawyers as he may (with the approval of the Chairman or failing him
the Vice-Chairman of the Investigation Committee) deem necessary, present and prosecute the Formal
Complaint before the Disciplinary Tribunal appointed to hear such Formal Complaint and any Appeal
there from before the Appeal Tribunal appointed to hear such Appeal.
6.23.7
If, the Special Investigator forms the view that no prima facie evidence of misconduct exists or if
appointed under bye law 6.24.8 is of the opinion that the decision of the Investigation Committee was
correct the Secretary shall on his behalf so inform the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned, the Investigation Committee and the Complainant In
Writing, stating his reasons for forming such an opinion

6.24
INDEPENDENT REVIEWER
6.24.1
If the Investigation Committee decides in relation to any Complaint that a prima facia case has not been
made out against the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm
concerned, the Complainant who made such Complaint may, within one Months of being notified In
Writing of such decision, but not thereafter, require the decision of the Investigation Committee to be
referred to an Independent Reviewer for review and the Investigation Committee shall refer the decision
accordingly.
6.24.2
An Independent Reviewer shall be appointed from the Independent Reviewer Panel by the Secretary
on a case by case basis. The Independent Reviewer shall not be an employee or Member, Affilliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Student of the Institute.
6.24.3
The Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm shall be notified In
Writing of the fact that an Independent Reviewer has been appointed at the request of the Complainant.
6.24.4
If the decision of the Investigation Committee is referred to the Independent Reviewer for review in
accordance with this Bye Law 6 the Independent Reviewer shall review such decision.
6.24.5
The Independent Reviewer shall carry out the review in a time period prescribed by the Secretary. It
shall be at the discretion of the Secretary to extend this time period.
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6.24.6
The Independent Reviewer shall carry out the review based solely on all documentation that was in the
possession of the Investigation Committee when it was carrying out its investigation in relation to the
Complaint. If the Independent Reviewer is provided with new information that was not before the
Investigation Committee and if he is of the opinion that this information is significant he can require the
Investigation Committee to reopen the case or can require the new information to be dealt with under
these Bye Laws. as a new Complaint, In order to be considered “New information” and trigger the within
power, the said information must have been either: not in existence at the time of the original
investigation, or impossible for the party seeking to submit it to procure at the time of the original
investigation. The decision as to whether or not any information provided constitutes new information
is at the sole discretion of the Independent Reviewer.
6.24.7
If, following a review in accordance with this Bye Law 6, the Independent Reviewer is of the opinion
that the decision of the Investigation Committee was correct the Secretary shall on his behalf so inform
the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned, the
Investigation Committee and the Complainant In Writing, stating his reasons for forming such an
opinion.
6.24.8
If, following a review in accordance with this Bye Law 6, the Independent Reviewer is of the opinion
that the decision of the Investigation Committee was wrong, he shall set out his reasons therefor and
advise the Investigation Committee and the Secretary. The Investigation Committee will then refer the
case to a Special Investigator to be investigated in accordance with the provisions of bye law 6.23 and
advise the Member and Complainant accordingly. The decision of the Special Investigator shall be final.
6.24.9
If the Independent Reviewer is unable to conclude that the decision of the Investigation Committee
correct in accordance with bye law 6.24.7 or wrong in accordance with bye law 6.24.8, the Independent
Reviewer may refer the matter back to the Investigation Committee to provide further information or
clarifications in relation to the decision made by them, before reaching a decision in accordance with
bye law 6.24.7 or 6.24.8.

6.25
REFERRAL TO DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE
6.25.1
If the Investigation Committee, or any duly appointed sub-Committee thereof, decides to refer the whole
or part of any Complaint to the Disciplinary Committee, it shall send to the Chairman or, if the Chairman
is not available, the Vice-Chairman of the Disciplinary Committee and to the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned the following material:
(a) a copy of any written communication received by the Secretary or the Investigation Committee
in respect of the Complaint or where the same was not In Writing the Secretary's synopsis;
(b) a copy of all material that was considered by the Investigation Committee in relation to the
Complaint;
(c) a copy of any written representations made by the Complainant;
(d) a copy of any written representations made by the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned;
(e)

if the Investigation Committee considered facts or matters of the type identified in Bye-Law
6.20.2, a summary of such facts or matters;
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(f)

a copy of the notification from the Investigation Committee to the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned;

(g)

if the Complaint was investigated by a Special Investigator, the report of the Special Investigator;
and

(h)

The Formal Complaint that is to be considered by the Disciplinary Tribunal.

(i)

A copy of any other document that is relevant to the Complaint and that is in the possession of
the Investigation Committee.

6.25.2
The case against the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm
shall be presented to the Disciplinary Committee on behalf of the Investigation Committee by such
person as the Investigation Committee may nominate ('the Presenter'). The Presenter may be the
Institute Secretary, a staff member of the Institute, a Member of the Investigation Committee, or a
Lawyer but shall be the Special Investigator when required by this Bye Law 6.

6.26
ATTENDANCE
6.26.1
Where the Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal is dealing with a
Complaint or conducting a hearing relevant to the requirements of the Investment Intermediaries Act,
1995 such Committee or Tribunal, if so requested by the Central Bank may grant them observer status
to attend and observe the meetings of the Investigation Committee or Tribunal which deal with such
Complaint or hearing18.
6.26.2
The Institute shall grant to staff, directors and other nominated representatives of IAASA:
(a) unrestricted access to attend and observe at all meetings, hearings and other proceedings of any
committees, tribunals, panel and similar bodies (howsoever called) having a role in the regulation,
monitoring or discipline of members of the Institute (‘Institute regulatory bodies’);
(b) unrestricted access to all books, records or other documents in any format in the possession or
control of the Institute of relevance to the Authority’s objects and functions, including for the
purpose of taking copies of such books, records and other documents; and such information and
other assistance as the Authority may reasonably require in connection with such books, records
and documentation whatever form (including transcripts and minutes) of all meetings and other
proceedings of any Institute regulatory bodies, including for the purposes of taking copies of those
records;
irrespective of whether such meetings, hearings or other proceedings or records are open to the public
or otherwise.
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6.27
THE DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE
6.27.1
The Disciplinary Committee shall consist of not less than eight persons, the majority of whom shall be
persons who are not Members of the Institute. The Council may appoint from time to time persons to
fill any casual vacancy that arises in the membership of the Disciplinary Committee. The Council shall
from time to time appoint a Chairman and a Vice-Chairman of the Disciplinary Committee from among
its Members who are not Members of the Institute19.
6.27.2
The quorum for meetings of the Disciplinary Committee shall be three persons, so long as the majority
of the attendance thereat consists of Members who are not Members of the Institute. 20
6.27.3
When a Formal Complaint is referred to the Disciplinary Committee by the Investigation Committee, the
Chairman of the Disciplinary Committee, or, failing him, the Vice-Chairman of such Committee, shall
appoint a Disciplinary Tribunal from Members of the Disciplinary Committee to hear the Formal
Complaint which Tribunal shall consist of not less than three of its members, a majority of whom shall
not be Members of the Institute.
6.27.4
The Disciplinary Tribunal as appointed shall in relation to the Formal Complaint be competent to
exercise all the functions and powers conferred on the Disciplinary Committee by These Presents.
6.27.5
If for any reason any member of the Disciplinary Tribunal is during the course of the hearing unable to
continue to attend the hearing, the remaining members, provided that they are not less than two in
number, may continue with the hearing, but if the Respondent is present they shall do so only if he
consents. Save as aforesaid the Complaint shall be re-heard by a new tribunal.
6.27.6
If at any time the Disciplinary Committee is of the opinion that it is for any reason impracticable for the
original tribunal to complete the hearing of the Complaint, it shall direct that the Complaint be heard by
a new tribunal.
6.27.7
Whenever a Complaint is re-heard pursuant to this Bye Law 6 any of the members of the original
Tribunal may not be appointed to the new Disciplinary Tribunal.

6.28
INTERVENTION ORDERS
6.28.1
If the Disciplinary Committee decides that a Complaint laid before it or facts and matters that have been
brought to its attention establish that there is a strong and clear case that the protection of the public
interest requires the making of an Intervention Order it has the authority to make such an Order.
6.28.2
Intervention Orders that can be made in relation to a Member are:
(a) suspension of the Member’s Membership
19
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(b) suspension of the Member’s Practising Certificate
(c) suspension of any authorisation, licence or permit held by the Member
6.28.3
Intervention Orders that can be made in relation to Affiliated Partners and Responsible Individuals are:
(a) Suspension of the Affiliated Partner’s / Responsible Individual’s status granted in accordance
with bye law 13 or bye law 14.
6.28.4
Intervention Orders that can be made in relation to Authorised Firms are:
(a) Suspension of any registration or authorisation granted in accordance with Bye law 13 or bye law
14;
(b) Suspension of the Authorised Firm describing itself as a “Certified Public Accountant”
6.28.5
An Intervention Order can only be made initially for a period of 21 calendar days.
6.28.6
An Intervention Order shall only in the most urgent of cases be made not on notice to the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm
6.28.7
A Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm shall have the right (if the
Intervention Order was made not on notice to him/it) to apply on 24 hours’ notice to the Disciplinary
Committee seeking to have the Intervention Order vacated.
6.28.8
If the Disciplinary Committee determines that there may be good reason for the Intervention Order to
be extended for a period in excess of the initial 21 day period it shall notify the Member, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm of its intention to consider extending same and afford
him the opportunity to be heard before it, to be represented by a Lawyer or Member of the Institute and
to call witnesses to give evidence on his behalf before making any such determination
6.28.9
Where a Disciplinary Committee refuses to vacate an Intervention Order on the application of the
Member or where the Disciplinary Committee determines that it should be extended beyond 21 days
the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm shall have the right to appeal
the Order to the Appeal Panel. An Appeal Tribunal shall hear the Appeal and shall be formed from
Members of the Appeal Panel in accordance with this Bye Law 6. An Appeal will be heard within 7
calendar days of the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm notifying the
Appeal Panel of his intention to appeal the intervention Order.
6.28.10
At all hearings in relation to Intervention Orders (save those that are not on notice to the Member,
Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm) the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual or Authorised Firm shall have the right to be heard, to be represented by a
Lawyer or a Member of the Institute and to call witnesses to give evidence on his behalf.
6.28.11
Where there is an Intervention Order in being, the disciplinary process in relation to the Complaint shall
be dealt with as expeditiously as is reasonably possible.
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6.28.12
The making of an Intervention Order does not hinder the Disciplinary Committee from carrying out its
full disciplinary procedures in relation to the particular case.
6.29
CONSIDERATION OF FORMAL COMPLAINTS BY DISCIPLINARY TRIBUNAL
6.29.1
As soon as practicable after its appointment, the Disciplinary Tribunal, the Secretary or such other
person as may be nominated by the Chief Executive Officer of the Institute shall notify the Respondent,
the Investigation Committee and, if there is one, the Complainant and the IAASA of the time and place
fixed for the hearing of the Formal Complaint. The Respondent shall receive at least 42 days notice of
the hearing
6.29.2
The Disciplinary Tribunal shall give the Respondent the opportunity of21:
(a) attending and being heard at the hearing of the Formal Complaint;
(b) if he so desires, being represented before the Disciplinary Tribunal by Lawyer(s) or by a Member
of the Institute. In addition, the Disciplinary Tribunal may in its absolute discretion permit the
Respondent to be represented by any other person nominated by the Respondent.
(c) in addition to being given in advance of the hearing the material as provided for under Bye-Law
6.29.5, hearing the evidence against him;
(d) cross-examining witnesses called by the Presenter;
(e) adducing documentary evidence;
(f)

calling witnesses to give evidence on his behalf; and

(g) making such submissions as he wishes to the Disciplinary Tribunal.

6.29.3
The Disciplinary Tribunal shall give the Presenter of the Formal Complaint the opportunity of22:
a)

attending and being heard at the hearing of the Formal Complaint;

b)

adducing documentary evidence provided that this documentary evidence was provided to the
Respondent in advance.

c)

calling witnesses (including, if desired, any Complainant) to give evidence;

d)

cross-examining witnesses called by the Respondent; and

e)

making such submissions as he wishes to the Disciplinary Tribunal.

f)

being represented by a Lawyer(s)

21
22

Article 51 (f)
Article 51(g)
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6.29.4
If the Complaint giving rise to a Formal Complaint was brought to the attention of the Secretary by a
Complainant, the Complainant may attend any hearing of the Disciplinary Tribunal relating to that
Complaint even if the Tribunal determines that the hearing shall be heard in private. Any Complainant
attending a hearing shall do so as an observer only.
6.29.5
At least fourteen days in advance of the hearing, the Secretary shall deliver to the
Respondent copies of or a summary of any documents or other materials, if any, which, in addition to
those made available to the Respondent under Bye Law 6.25.1, the Presenter intends to rely on and a
list of such witnesses as he proposes calling at the hearing. A summary of the documents or materials
shall only be provided when it is deemed impractical due to the quantity of documents to provide the
Respondent with copies of same. In those circumstances the Respondent shall be afforded the
opportunity to inspect the documents with or without his representative who shall be a Lawyer or a
Member of the Institute.
6.29.6
At least seven days in advance of the hearing, the Respondent shall deliver to the Secretary a summary
of the arguments to be presented in his defence, together with copies of such supporting documents as
he proposes to rely on, and a list of such witnesses as he proposes calling on his behalf at the hearing.
The Respondent shall not be precluded from raising any argument or relying on any document which
was not included in the material so delivered or calling any witness who was not included in the list of
witnesses so delivered.
6.29.7
If the Respondent does not attend the hearing fixed as foresaid, then the Disciplinary Tribunal may, in
its absolute discretion, either:
(a) provided the Disciplinary Tribunal is satisfied that notice of the hearing was given to the
Respondent, proceed to hear the Formal Complaint in the absence of the Respondent; or
(b) adjourn the hearing to such other date, venue and time as the Tribunal may, in its absolute
discretion, determine, and the Disciplinary Tribunal shall give to the Respondent notice of its
decision.
6.29.8
If, during the course of hearing a Formal Complaint, it becomes apparent to a Disciplinary Tribunal that
the Respondent may be liable to disciplinary proceedings in relation to matters not the subject matter
of the Formal Complaint, it may bring those matters to the attention of the Secretary.
6.29.9
A Disciplinary Tribunal shall have a general discretion to grant extensions of time, adjournments,
postponements or change of venue for the hearing where it considers it fair and proper to do so.
6.30
HEARINGS OF DISCIPLINARY TRIBUNALS TO BE IN PUBLIC
6.30.1
All hearings by a Disciplinary Tribunal will be held in public unless the Disciplinary Tribunal, in its sole
discretion, determines that the holding in public of its hearings or any part thereof would be
inappropriate23. If the Disciplinary Tribunal determines its hearings or any part of them should not be
held in public, then its hearings or the relevant part of them shall be held in private.

23

See Article 52(a)
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6.30.2
Before making any determination to hold a hearing or part thereof other than in public the Disciplinary
Tribunal will inform the Complainant, the Respondent and the Investigation Committee of the fact that
the Disciplinary Tribunal propose considering whether or not the hearing or any part thereof should be
in public and invite the said persons (and any other person it considers may be affected) to make such
written submissions, if any, as they wish on the issue of whether or not the hearing, or the part of the
hearing in issue, should be heard otherwise than in public.
6.30.3
In addition the Disciplinary Tribunal may, in its absolute discretion, give each of the Respondent, the
Complainant and the Investigation Committee (and any other person it considers may be affected) an
opportunity of being heard before it in relation to whether or not the hearing or any part thereof should
be heard otherwise than in public. If the Tribunal gives any of such persons such an opportunity it shall
offer alike opportunity to each other of them. Any such hearing shall be in public unless, in light of the
written submissions received by the Tribunal, the Tribunal is of the opinion that it would be inappropriate
to hold such hearing in public.
6.30.4
A Disciplinary Tribunal may only determine that it would be inappropriate to hold a hearing (whether in
whole or in part) in public on the grounds that morals, public order, national security, the interests of
juveniles, the protection of the private life of any person (including the Respondent or the Complainant),
the protection of the financial or business affairs of any person whether they are a party to the Complaint
or not or the protection of client confidentiality so requires, or there are, in the opinion of the Tribunal,
special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.
6.30.5
A Disciplinary Tribunal may require any person attending a hearing to give their name and address.
6.30.6
A Disciplinary Tribunal may expel from a hearing any person who is or becomes disruptive to the
proceedings of such Tribunal or who fails to comply with Bye Law 6.30.5. If the Respondent is the
person so expelled the proceedings shall be adjourned until a later date.
6.30.7
A Disciplinary Tribunal may in its absolute discretion appoint a legal assessor to sit with the Tribunal
during a hearing. A legal assessor shall be a practicing solicitor or barrister. The Council shall have the
power to pay the remuneration and reasonable expenses of the solicitor and/or barrister.

6.31
PROCEDURE AT DISCIPLINARY TRIBUNAL HEARINGS
6.31.1
The procedure at a Disciplinary Tribunal hearing where the Respondent accepts the charges made
against him shall be:
(a)

The Presenter shall read the charges made against the Respondent.

(b)

If in attendance, the Respondent shall be invited to indicate whether or not he accepts each of
the charges made against him.

(c)

If he is not in attendance, reference will be made to any written response made by the
Respondent or other correspondence or note of conversation indicating his acceptance or
otherwise of the charges made against him.
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(d)

If he accepts or (if he is not in attendance) has accepted all of the charges made against him, the
case will be presented in abbreviated form with the object of assisting the Disciplinary Tribunal
in determining the seriousness of the case.

(e)

The Disciplinary Tribunal will then make a formal finding to the effect that all the charges made
against him have been proved.

(f)

If the Respondent is in attendance, he must be invited to respond to any of the comments made
by the Presenter and put forward any statement in mitigation. If the Respondent is not in
attendance, reference will be made to any Statement in mitigation which he has previously made.

(g)

The Disciplinary Tribunal may at any time ask any question of the Presenter or the Respondent.

(h)

The Disciplinary Tribunal shall then proceed in accordance with Bye Laws 6.31.3, 6.32.1, 6.33.1,
6.34.1.

6.31.2
The procedure at a Disciplinary Tribunal hearing where the Respondent does not accept the charges
made against him shall be:
(a)

The Presenter shall read the charges made against the Respondent.

(b)

If in attendance, the Respondent shall be invited to indicate whether or not he accepts each of
the charges made against him.

(c)

If the Respondent does not or (if he is not in attendance) has not accepted all the charges made
against him, the case will be presented against him.

(d)

The Presenter shall be entitled to call witnesses in support.

(e)

The Respondent shall then be invited to respond by presenting his defence and may also call
witnesses in support.

(f)

Witnesses may be cross-examined by the Respondent and the Presenter.

(g)

At the end of the Respondent's presentation, the Disciplinary Tribunal will retire to consider its
verdict and return to announce its findings in respect of each of the charges. Before the
Disciplinary Tribunal retires to consider its verdict the Respondent shall have the opportunity to
make submissions.

(h)

If a Disciplinary Tribunal appointed to hear a Formal Complaint finds that the Formal Complaint
has been proved in whole or in part in accordance with the standard of proof applicable in
accordance with this Bye Law 6 it shall make a finding to that effect; but if it finds that the Formal
Complaint has not been proved in accordance with such applicable standard of proof it shall
dismiss the Formal Complaint. If the Disciplinary Tribunal find that the Formal Complainant has
not been proved it shall so notify the Respondent and Complainant In Writing.

(i)

Subject to any presumption of misconduct under this Bye Law 6, the Member, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm concerned shall be presumed not guilty of a
Formal Complaint or any part of it unless and until the Formal Complaint or any part of it has
been proved to the satisfaction of the Disciplinary Tribunal appointed to hear it in accordance
with the standard of proof applicable under this Bye-Law. The standard of proof that a Disciplinary
Tribunal appointed to hear a Formal Complaint shall apply will be "on the balance of probabilities".
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(j)

If it is found that any of the charges has been proved, the Respondent will be invited (if he is in
attendance) to make any statement in mitigation. If he is not in attendance reference will be made
to any statement in mitigation previously provided by the Respondent.

(k)

The Disciplinary Tribunal may at any time ask questions of the Presenter, the Respondent or any
witness.

6.31.3
Once the Disciplinary Tribunal has announced its findings in relation to each of the charges made
against the Respondent, and before deciding on Orders in accordance with in 6.32, the Disciplinary
Tribunal shall request details of any previous findings and orders made by the Investigation Committee
or Disciplinary Tribunal, or any information from another regulatory source, including any matters which
were allowed to rest on file and shall be entitled to take into account any facts or matters which may
have been considered by the Investigation Committee or Disciplinary Tribunal or other regulatory source
on a previous occasion in relation to the Respondent concerned.
6.32
ORDERS
6.32.1
If a Disciplinary Tribunal makes a finding that a Formal Complaint has been proved in whole or in part,
it may make any one or more of the following Orders against the Respondent as it considers appropriate
having regard to the status of the Respondent, the requirements of Sections 1479 and 1480 of the
Companies Act 2014 if the Respondent is a statutory auditor or statutory audit firm, the Tribunal's views
as to the nature and seriousness of the Formal Complaint, any previous Complaint in respect of which
a finding or a finding and an Order have been made against the Respondent and any circumstances
that the Tribunal considers relevant:
(a) if the Respondent is a Member:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

that he be excluded from Membership;
that he be suspended from Membership for such a period as the Tribunal thinks fit;
that any practising certificate held by him be withdrawn;
that he be ineligible for a practising certificate;
any insolvency licence held by him be withdrawn;
that he be ineligible for an insolvency licence;
that any authorisation or licence or permit held by him be withdrawn. If he is a Statutory
Auditor, then the mandatory withdrawal provision of Section 1479 of Companies Act 2014
may be envoked where a Members good repute is seriously compromised that any
authorisation or licence or permit held be suspended for such period as the Tribunal thinks
fit;
that he be severely reprimanded;
that he be reprimanded; and
that he be fined a sum not exceeding €30,000;
If the Respondent is a Statutory Auditor a declaration that an audit report issued by the
Respondent does not meet the requirements of Article 28 of EU directive 2006/43(as
amended) or Article 10 of Regulation (EU) No 537/2014.

(b) if the Respondent is an Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

that his Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual status be withdrawn from him. If he is a
Statutory Auditor, then the mandatory withdrawal provision of Section 1479 of Companies
Act 2014 may be envoked where his good repute is seriously compromised;
that his Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual status be suspended for such a period
as the Tribunal thinks fit;
that he be severely reprimanded;
that he be reprimanded; and
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(vi)
(vii)

(c)

if the Respondent is a Student:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(d)

that he be fined a sum not exceeding €30,000;
If the Respondent is a Statutory Auditor a declaration that an audit report issued by the
Respondent does not meet the requirements of Article 28 of EU directive 2006/43(as
amended) or Article 10 of Regulation (EU) No 537/2014.

that he be declared unfit to become a Member;
that he be declared ineligible for such a period (not exceeding two years) to sit for such
examination or examinations of the Institute (or such part or parts thereof) as the Tribunal
thinks fit;
that he be disqualified from such examination or examinations of the Institute; (or such part
or parts thereof) as shall be specified in the Order, not being an examination (or part
thereof) the result of which shall have been duly notified to him by the Institute prior to the
date of the Order;
that he be severely reprimanded; and
that he be reprimanded;

if the Respondent is an Authorised Firm:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(viii)

that any registration or authorisations granted to the Authorised Firm by the Institute be
withdrawn. If the Firm is a Statutory Auditor, then the mandatory withdrawal provision of
Section 1480 of Companies Act 2014 may be envoked where the Firms good repute is
seriously compromised
that it be prohibited from describing itself as a "Certified Public Accountant" for a specified
period;
that any registrations or authorisation granted to the Authorised Firm by the Institute be
suspended for such period as the Tribunal thinks fit;
that it be severely reprimanded;
that it be reprimanded; and
that it be fined a sum not exceeding €30,000 per partner in the Authorised Firm who is a
Member, Affiliated Partner or Responsible Individual of the Institute;
If the Respondent is a Statutory Audit Firm a declaration that an audit report issued by the
Firm does not meet the requirements of Article 28 of EU directive 2006/43(as amended)
or Article 10 of Regulation (EU) No 537/2014.

(e)

an Order that no further action be taken on the Formal Complaint;

(f)

An Order requiring the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised
Firm to carry out a certain course of action in a certain time period;

(g)

An Order in lieu of any of the other Orders that could be made in relation to the Member, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm requiring the Member, Affiliated
Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm to carry out a certain course of action
in a certain time period and failure to comply with this Order shall result in a default Order being
activated; and

(h)

Order for costs under Bye Law 6.43 (a)
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6.33
CONDITIONS
6.33.1
Any Order made by the Disciplinary Tribunal may be made upon such terms and conditions (if any) as
the Disciplinary Tribunal in its absolute discretion may consider appropriate.

6.34
NOTIFICATION
6.34.1
The Disciplinary Tribunal shall announce its decision at the hearing and, where the Respondent is in
attendance, shall inform him of his right to appeal to the Appeal Committee in respect thereof. Formal
notice of the terms of the Order made against him shall be given to him together with a notification of
his right to Appeal against the Order. Notification of the finding against the Respondent and the Order
made shall be made In Writing to the Complainant.

6.35
RIGHT OF APPEAL
6.35.1
A Respondent against whom any Order has been made by the Disciplinary Tribunal may give notice of
Appeal in accordance with this Bye Law 6.37, provided that no appeal shall lie solely on the question
of costs.

6.36
EFFECTIVE DATE
6.36.1
An Order made by the Disciplinary Tribunal shall take effect from the date of expiry of the Appeal period
referred to in this Bye Law 6.37.2 unless the Disciplinary Tribunal directs that, in the interests of the
public, the Order should have immediate effect, in which case it shall have immediate effect, subject to
the Order being varied or rescinded on Appeal.
6.37
APPEALS AND THE APPOINTMENT OF APPEAL TRIBUNAL
6.37.1
GROUNDS FOR APPEAL
No Appeal shall lie solely on the question of costs.
A Respondent may appeal against a finding or Order of a Disciplinary Tribunal on the grounds that:
(a)

the Disciplinary Tribunal made an error of fact or law, which would have altered one or more of
the Tribunal’s findings;

(b)

the Disciplinary Tribunal misinterpreted any of the Institutes Articles or bye-laws or any relevant
guidance or technical standards, which would have altered one or more of the Disciplinary
Tribunal’s findings or orders;

(c)

the Disciplinary Tribunal failed to take into account certain relevant evidence, which would have
altered one or more of the Tribunal’s findings or orders;
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(d)

there is new evidence not previously available, which would have altered one or more of the
Disciplinary Tribunal’s findings or orders;

(e)

one or more of the Disciplinary Tribunal’s orders is disproportionate and/or unreasonable;

(f)

one or more of the Disciplinary Tribunal’s findings or orders are unjust because of a serious
procedural irregularity in the proceedings.

6.37.2
If a Respondent wishes to appeal a finding or Order of a Disciplinary Tribunal, he must within 21 days
(or such longer period as the Disciplinary Committee may allow)of the date of the service upon him of
such Order, give notice of Appeal to the Chair of the Appeal Panel. Any such notice shall:
(i)

state the grounds of Appeal and the grounds so stated shall not thereafter be amended
except with the leave of the Appeal Tribunal appointed to hear such Appeal;

(ii)

State whether the appellant appeals against one or more of its findings and orders or one
or more of its orders only. An appeal against an order may be made conditionally upon an
appeal against a finding failing;

(iii)

State which of the grounds of appeal set out in bye law 6.37.1 the appellant is putting
forward in support of each ground of appeal; and

(iv)

if the Order appealed against is exclusion or suspension from Membership, be
accompanied by a bank draft payable to the Institute for any costs directed to be paid
unless the Chair or, failing him, the Vice-Chair of the Appeal Panel, in his absolute
discretion, considers that to require such a bank draft would unfairly prejudice the
Respondent's ability to appeal.

6.37.3
It shall be for the Chair or, failing him, the Vice-Chair of the Appeal Panel to determine whether the
Respondent has identified sufficient grounds for appeal. If an appeal is permitted an appeal tribunal in
accordance with 6.37.5 will be convened. The Respondent will be notified of the decision and if the
appeal is permitted, the appellant shall within fourteen days of the notice of the decision:
(i)

State whether he has authorised a representative to act for him in the appeal and, if so,
state the representative’s name and address;

(ii)

State whether he intends to appear at the hearing; and

(iii)

submit any documentation which he wishes the Appeal Tribunal to take into account.

6.37.4
The Appeal Panel shall consist of not more than eleven persons. A majority of the members of the
Appeal Panel shall be persons who are not Members of the Institute at least two of whom shall be
Lawyers. Not less than three members of the Appeal Panel shall be Members. The Council may appoint
from time to time persons to fill any vacancy that arises in the membership of the Appeal Panel. The
Council shall appoint from time to time a Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Appeal Panel who shall
be Lawyers who are not Members.
The quorum for meetings of the Appeal Panel shall be three persons, so long as the majority of the
attendance thereat consists of members who are not Members of the Institute
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6.37.5
The Chair or, failing him, the Vice-Chair of the Appeal Panel shall as soon as practicable after the
receipt of such notice of Appeal, appoint an Appeal Tribunal from the members of the Appeal Panel.
The Appeal Tribunal shall consist of a Lawyer, who is not a Member, as Chair, one person who is a
Member and one person who is not a Member, but no member or former member of the Investigation
or Disciplinary Committee who has been concerned with the Complaint or Formal Complaint which is
the subject of the Appeal shall be eligible for appointment to such Appeal Tribunal.
6.37.6
If, for any reason, prior to the time fixed for the hearing of the Appeal, any member of the Appeal Tribunal
other than the Chairman thereof becomes unable to act, the Chairman or, failing him, the Vice-Chairman
of the Appeal Panel shall co-opt another eligible person from the Appeal Panel to act in his place.
6.37.7
If for any reason any member of the Appeal Tribunal other than the Chairman is, during the course of
the hearing, unable to continue to attend the hearing, the remaining members, provided that they are
not less than two in number, may continue with the hearing, but if the Appellant is present they shall do
so only if he consents. Save as aforesaid the Appeal shall be reheard by a new Appeal Tribunal
appointed by the Chairman or, failing him, the Vice- Chairman of the Appeal Panel. If, at any time
during the course of the hearing of an Appeal, the Appeal Tribunal is of the opinion that it is for any
reason inappropriate for it to complete the hearing, the Chairman or, failing him, the Vice-Chairman of
the Appeal Panel shall appoint a new Appeal Tribunal to re-hear the Appeal.
6.37.8
Where an Appeal is re-heard pursuant to this Bye Law 6.37.7 none of the members of the original
Appeal Tribunal may be appointed to the new Appeal Tribunal.
6.37.9
If notice of Appeal is served on the Chairman of the Appeal Panel in accordance with this Bye Law
6.37.2 the Order of the Disciplinary Tribunal or the part thereof which is the subject matter of the Appeal
shall not have effect until the Appeal has been withdrawn or determined and, where determined, it shall
only have effect in accordance with the Order of the Appeal Tribunal.

6.38
HEARING OF APPEALS BY APPEAL TRIBUNAL
6.38.1
As soon as practicable after its appointment, the Appeal Tribunal shall notify the Appellant, the
Investigation Committee the Complainant and the IAASA of the time and place fixed for the hearing of
the Appeal. The Appeal Tribunal shall give the Appellant the opportunity of:
(a)

Attending and being heard at the hearing of the Appeal

(b)

If he or she so desires, being represented before the Appeal Tribunal by a Lawyer(s) or by a
Member of the Institute

(c)

In addition to being given in advance all material as prescribed for by these Bye Laws, hearing
evidence against him

(d)

Cross – examining witnesses called by the Presenter

(e)

Adducing documentary evidence

(f)

Calling witnesses to give evidence on his behalf; and

(g)

Making such submissions as he wishes to the Appeal Tribunal
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6.38.2
The Presenter at the Disciplinary Tribunal Hearing shall be present at the Appeal Hearing except where
the Investigation Committee, in its absolute discretion, appoints another person to appear at the Appeal
hearing as the Presenter. The Appeal Tribunal shall give the Presenter of the Formal Complaint under
this Bye Law 6 the opportunity of:
(a)

Attending and being heard at the Appeal;

(b)

Adducing documentary evidence provided that the Appellant has been afforded the opportunity
to see the documents in advance of the hearing

(c)

Calling witnesses (including, if desired the Complainant) to give evidence;

(d)

Cross-examining witnesses called by the Appellant; and

(e)

Making such submissions as he or she wishes to the Appeal Tribunal.

(f)

Being represented by a Lawyer

6.38.3
If an appellant or his duly appointed representative does not attend a duly convened hearing, it will be
for the Appeal Tribunal to determine, in its absolute discretion as to whether it can proceed in the
absence of the appellant or not. If the appellant or his duly appointed representative is not in attendance
and if the Appeal Tribunal decides that it cannot proceed without the appellant or his representative,
and it is satisfied that the appellant was duly notified of the date and time for the hearing, the Appeal
Tribunal may dismiss the appeal.
6.38.4
The Appeal Tribunal shall only consider adjourning an appeal if is satisfied the appellant has provided
sufficient compelling reasons why an adjournment should be granted and it shall be at the entire
discretion of the Appeal Tribunal whether to grant such an adjournment or not.
6.38.5
The Appeal Tribunal may instruct a solicitor to act, or to brief counsel to act, as legal assessor at the
hearing of any Appeal. The Council shall have the power to pay the remuneration and reasonable
expenses of the solicitor and/or counsel.

6.39
APPEAL GROUNDS
6.39.1
On the hearing of an Appeal it shall be for the Appellant to satisfy the Appeal Tribunal on the grounds
of the Appeal. An Appeal may only be upheld upon one or more of the following grounds:
(a)

the Disciplinary Tribunal made an error of fact or law, which would have altered one or more of
the Tribunal’s findings;

(b)

the Disciplinary Tribunal misinterpreted any of the Institutes Articles or bye-laws or any relevant
guidance or technical standards, which would have altered one or more of the Disciplinary
Tribunal’s findings or orders;

(c)

the Disciplinary Tribunal failed to take into account certain relevant evidence, which would have
altered one or more of the Tribunal’s findings or orders;
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(d)

there is new evidence not previously available, which would have altered one or more of the
Disciplinary Tribunal’s findings or orders;

(e)

one or more of the Disciplinary Tribunal’s orders is disproportionate and/or unreasonable;

(f)

one or more of the Disciplinary Tribunal’s findings or orders are unjust because of a serious
procedural irregularity in the proceedings.

6.40
APPEAL AGAINST THE FINDINGS
6.40.1
When the Appellant appeals against the findings made by the Disciplinary Tribunal the following is the
process:
(a)

The Presenter shall read the findings made against the Appellant.

(b)

the Appellant shall be invited indicate which of the findings he is appealing against and to present
his appeal to the Tribunal;

(c)

the Presenter will be entitled to respond to the appeal made by the Appellant;

(d)

The Appellant shall be entitled to call witnesses in support.

(e)

The Presenter shall be entitled to call witnesses in support;

(f)

Witnesses may be cross-examined by the Appellant and the Presenter.

(g)

The Appeal Tribunal may at any time ask questions of the Presenter, the Appellant or any witness

6.40.2
At the end of the Appellant's presentation, the Appeal Tribunal will retire to consider the appeal. Before
the Appeal Tribunal retires the Appellant shall have the opportunity to make any final submissions.

6.41
APPEAL AGAINST THE ORDER
6.41.1
When the Appellant appeals against the Order made by the Disciplinary Tribunal, the Presenter shall
outline the facts supporting the charges. The Appellant may then present pleas in mitigation and call
witnesses (if any) as appropriate.
(a)

The Presenter shall read the Findings and Orders made against the Appellant and present an
outline of the Disciplinary Tribunal case including the reasons given by the Disciplinary Tribunal
for the Orders made;

(b)

the Appellant shall be invited indicate which of the Orders he is appealing against and to present
pleas in mitigation to support his appeal to the Tribunal;

(c)

the Presenter will be entitled to respond to the appeal made by the Appellant;

(d)

The Appellant shall be entitled to call witnesses in support.

(g)

The Appeal Tribunal may at any time ask questions of the Presenter, the Appellant or any witness
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6.41.2
At the end of the Appellant's presentation, the Appeal Tribunal will retire to consider the appeal. Before
the Appeal Tribunal retires the Appellant shall have the opportunity to make any final submissions.
6.41.3
If the Complaint giving rise to the Appeal was brought to the attention of the Secretary by a Complainant,
the Complainant may attend at the hearing of the Appeal even if the Appeal Tribunal determines that
the hearing shall be held in private. Any Complainant attending a hearing shall do so as an observer
and shall have no right of audience save as provided in this Bye Law 6 or to the extent that he or she
is called as a witness.

6.43
DETERMINATION OF COSTS
(a)

In addition to such other Orders as may be made by a Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal
(including an Order that no further action be taken) a Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal
may, in its absolute discretion, direct that the Respondent or Appellant, as the case may be, pay
the Institute such sum for costs as the Disciplinary Tribunal or Appeal Tribunal may, in its absolute
discretion, determine.

(b)

In determining such sum for costs:
(i)

the Disciplinary Tribunal may take account of any and all fees, costs and expenses of
whatsoever nature incurred by or on behalf of the Secretary, the Institute, the Investigation
Committee, the Independent Reviewer, the Special Investigator, the Disciplinary
Committee and the Disciplinary Tribunal, where applicable, in relation to the Complaint
and Formal Complaint; and

(ii)

the Appeal Tribunal may take account of such fees, costs and expenses as the Disciplinary
Tribunal may take account of, as well as any and all fees, costs and expenses of
whatsoever nature incurred by or on behalf of the Appeal Tribunal and by or on behalf of
the Secretary, the Institute, the Investigation Committee, the Independent Reviewer, the
Special Investigator, the Disciplinary Committee and the Disciplinary Tribunal, where
applicable, in relation to the Appeal.

(c)

Neither a Respondent nor an Appellant, as the case may be, shall be entitled to any award
of costs as against the Secretary, the Institute, the Investigation Committee, the
Independent Reviewer, the Special Investigator, the Disciplinary Committee, the
Disciplinary Tribunal or the Appeal Tribunal or any other party whatsoever in relation to
any fees, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature incurred by or on behalf of the
Respondent or the Appellant, as the case may be, in relation to the Complaint, Formal
Complaint or the Appeal.

(d)

The Appeal Tribunal may, in its Order, reduce or increase any costs ordered by the
Disciplinary Tribunal in addition to any Order it may make in relation to the costs of the
Appeal.

(e)

Any such costs ordered by a Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal shall be paid
within twenty-one days of the date of the service upon the Respondent or Appellant, as
the case may be, of the Order in respect of costs save that, subject to Bye-Law 6.37.2(ii)
if notice of Appeal in accordance with this Bye Law 6.37 is given, such costs shall not be
payable until the determination of the Appeal, and then subject to any Order made by the
Appeal Tribunal in relation thereto.
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6.43
Where any Appeal is taken the Appellant shall notify the Appeal Tribunal In Writing of his
correspondence address. Any communication sent to the correspondence address of an Appellant by
registered post shall be deemed served upon the Appellant on the day after posting.

6.45
APPEALS TO BE HEARD IN PUBLIC
6.45.1
All Appeals heard before an Appeal Tribunal will be held in public unless the Appeal Tribunal, in its sole
discretion, determines that the holding in public of the hearing or any part thereof would be
inappropriate. If the Appeal Tribunal determines that the hearing or any part of it should not be held in
public then the hearing or the relevant part of it shall be held in private.
6.45.2
Before making any determination to hold a hearing or part thereof other than in public the Appeal
Tribunal will inform the Complainant, the Appellant and the Secretary of the fact that the Tribunal
propose considering whether or not the hearing or any part thereof should be in public and invite the
said persons to make such submissions, if any, as they wish on the issue of whether or not the hearing,
or the part of the hearing in issue, should be heard otherwise than in public.
6.45.3
In addition the Appeal Tribunal may, in its absolute discretion, give each of the Appellant, and the
Investigation Committee an opportunity of being heard before it. Any such hearing shall be in public
unless, in light of the written submissions received by the Tribunal, the Tribunal is of the opinion that it
would be inappropriate to hold such hearing in public.
6.45.4
An Appeal Tribunal may only determine that it would be inappropriate to hold a hearing (whether in
whole or in part) in public on the grounds that morals, public order, national security, the interests of
juveniles, the protection of the private life of any person (including the Respondent or the Complainant),
the protection of the business or financial affairs of a person (whether that person is a party to the
Appeal or not) or the protection of client confidentiality so requires, or there are, in the opinion of the
Committee, special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.

6.46
FINDINGS AND ORDERS OF APPEAL TRIBUNAL
6.46.1
On any Appeal, the Appeal Tribunal may affirm, vary or rescind any finding or Order of the Disciplinary
Tribunal, and may substitute any other finding or Order (on such terms and conditions (if any) as it
thinks appropriate) which the Disciplinary Tribunal might have made on the original Formal Complaint,
or may, if the Appeal Tribunal considers it appropriate, order that the Formal Complaint be heard de
novo by a different Disciplinary Tribunal.
6.46.2
An Order of the Appeal Tribunal shall take effect as from the date thereof unless the Appeal Tribunal,
in its absolute discretion, directs that it shall take effect as from some other date (not being earlier than
the date of the Order appealed against) as shall be specified in the Order.
6.46.3
Notice of any finding or Order of the Appeal Tribunal shall as soon as practicable be given to the
Appellant and (if there is one) to the Complainant and the Investigation Committee and shall include
the grounds of appeal upheld or dismissed and the reasons therefor.
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6.47
PUBLICATIONS OF FINDINGS AND ORDERS
6.47.1
Whenever any Disciplinary Tribunal makes an Order under this Bye-Law 6 it shall, subject to Bye-Laws
6.47.3 and 6.47.4 cause its findings and Order to be published as soon as practicable in such manner
as it thinks fit, and in accordance with the publication policy approved by Council, Companies (Statutory
Audits) Act 2018 and Article 30 of EU Directive 2006/43/EC (as amended), provided that if the
Disciplinary Tribunal has ordered that no further action to be taken on the Formal Complaint, the findings
and Order shall not be published unless the Respondent so requests.
6.47.2
The Appeal Tribunal shall, likewise, cause any findings and Order made by it to be published as soon
as practicable in such manner as it thinks fit, and in accordance with the publication policy approved by
Council and Companies (Statutory Audits) Act 2018 and Article 30 of EU Directive 2006/43/EC (as
amended), provided that if the Appeal Tribunal has ordered that no further action be taken on the
Formal Complaint the findings and Order shall not be published unless the Respondent or Appellant so
requests.
6.47.3
Subject to the provision of the Companies (Statutory Audits) Act 2018 and Article 30 of EU Directive
2006/43/EC (as amended), in relation to each publication of a finding and Order of a Disciplinary
Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal it shall be at the discretion of the Tribunal to determine whether the name
of the Respondent or Appellant shall be published.
6.47.4
No publication under Bye-Law 6.47.1 shall be made until after the expiry of the Appeal period referred
to in Bye-Law 6.37.2 and in the event that notice of Appeal under that Bye-Law is received by the
Chairman of the Appeal Panel then, unless the Appeal is abandoned, no publication under Bye-Law
6.47.1 shall take place, but publication shall be under Bye-Law 6.47.2
6.47.5
Nothing in this Bye-Law 6.47 shall prevent:
(a)

any Disciplinary Tribunal or Appeal Tribunal from communicating with any Respondent, Appellant
or Complainant or the Secretary in relation to any matter concerning a Formal Complaint or an
Appeal or from announcing details of any Order or finding at any hearing (whether held in public
or private);

(b)

the Investigation Committee, the Disciplinary Committee or any Disciplinary Tribunal or Appeal
Tribunal making any report on its activities to the Council; or

(c)

the Secretary maintaining a register of findings and orders in accordance with this Bye-Law 6.

6.47.6
Any measure taken or penalty imposed by way of Consent Order or otherwise in relation to a Statutory
Auditor or a Statutory Audit Firm arising out of any disciplinary process laid down in These Presents
shall be subject to such publication as may be required Companies (Statutory Audit) Act 2018 and
Article 30 of EU Directive 2006/43/EC (as amended). In relation to any such publication, should a
conflict arise between These Presents and the Law, the law shall take precedence.
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6.48
RESIGNATION FROM MEMBERSHIP DURING DISCIPLINARY PROCESS
In the event of a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student
resigning (which term includes the retirement or any non-renewal of membership howsoever occurring)
during the course of any disciplinary process or prior to the commencement of any disciplinary process
but where a Complaint has been made:
(i)

The Institute may publish a statement that such a resignation has taken place together with a
statement as to the existence of the complaint and/or a statement of fact that the disciplinary
process was ongoing prior to the resignation. In any such statement the Member, Authorised
Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student shall be named. In the event of such
a resignation, details will also be recorded in the register of findings naming the Member,
Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student.

(ii)

Such Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student will continue
to be liable notwithstanding such resignation, for any:

(iii)

a.

Fine or costs order imposed upon such Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner,
Responsible Individual or Student arising from such disciplinary proceedings in
accordance with these Presents irrespective of whether or not a decision has been made
or fine imposed by the Institute in those disciplinary proceedings prior to the resignation
provided that all steps other than the decision in the disciplinary proceedings have been
completed.

b.

Costs incurred by the Institute in any disciplinary proceedings which have been
commenced prior to resignation but which have been discontinued by reason of the said
resignation.

All such fines and costs referred to in (ii) above shall be recoverable and enforceable by the
Institute in accordance with Article 60 hereof.

6.49
REGISTER OF FINDINGS AND ORDER
6.49.1
The Secretary shall maintain a register of all findings and Orders including Consent Orders made by
Disciplinary Tribunals and Appeal Tribunals and Investigation Committees.
6.49.2
Such register shall be open to inspection by Members and members of the public during normal opening
hours at the head office of the Institute.
6.49.3
Each entry in such register shall include:
(a)

details of the Complaint or Formal Complaint giving rise to the finding and/or Order;

(b)

details of the finding and/or Order;

(c)

the name, address and Membership number of each person or Firm against whom the finding
and/or Order is made; if the Disciplinary Tribunal, Appeal Tribunal or Investigation Committee
ordered that the Member, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual, Student or Authorised Firm’s
name be published
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6.49.4
No entry shall be made in such register of any finding or Order of a Disciplinary Tribunal until the expiry
of the Appeal period referred to in Bye-Law 6.37.2

6.49.5
The entry of an Order (and any finding giving rise to such Order) shall be deleted from such register
after:

(a) if it is an Order made under Bye-Law 6.32.1(other than under those paragraphs thereof referred to
in paragraph (B) below and in Bye-Law 6.49.6), 5 years from the date the Order becomes effective;
and
(b) if it is an Order under Bye-Law 6.32.1(a) (ii), (b) (ii), or (d) (ii), 5 years from the date the Order
becomes effective or the lifting of the suspension whichever is later.
(c) If it is an Order made under Bye Law 6.22 Consent Orders, 2 years from the date the Consent
Order becomes effective.
6.49.6
The entry of an Order under Bye-Law 6.32.1 (a) (i), (b) (i), (c) (i) or (d) (i) shall remain permanently in
such register.
6.49.7
If any person believes that an error has been made in any entry in such register, he or she may apply
to the Secretary to have the error rectified. If the Secretary determines that an error has been made the
Secretary shall duly rectify the register.

6.50
PRECEDENT BOOK
6.50.1
The Institute shall establish and maintain a Precedent Book. The Institute shall appoint a person who
is an employee of the Institute to establish and maintain the Precedent Book.
6.50.2
The Precedent Book shall record all Investigation Committee, Disciplinary Tribunal and Appeal Tribunal
decisions and sanctions imposed.
6.50.3
The Precedent Book may be used by members of all Investigation Committees, Disciplinary Tribunals
and Appeal Tribunals as a reference when dealing with Complaints, Formal Complaints or Appeals.

6.51
GENERAL
6.51.1
Where an Order is made pursuant to this Bye-Law 6 by a Disciplinary Tribunal or an Appeal Tribunal
the Respondent shall thereupon forthwith deliver up to the Secretary all relevant certificates, licences
and authorisations affected by the Order.
6.51.2
The Institute shall report to the Director of Corporate Enforcement in accordance with the requirements
of the Companies Act 2014.
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6.52
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
6.52.1
Alleged breaches of Bye Law 8 concerning Continuing Professional Development may be dealt with
under the procedure set out in Bye Law 8.

6.53
CONFIDENTIALITY
6.53.1
The Secretary, Special Investigator, Independent Reviewer, Investigation Committee, Disciplinary
Committee, Disciplinary Tribunal and Appeal Panel and Appeal Tribunal have the absolute authority
not to provide certain information and/or documentation (including written responses from a
Respondent) to a Complainant if he or it deems it appropriate.
6.54
INDEMNITY
6.54.1
The Institute shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Secretary, the Special Investigator, the
Independent Reviewer, members of the Investigation Committee, members of the Disciplinary
Committee and members of the Appeal Panel in relation to any litigation or claim arising out of the
disciplinary process set out in this Bye Law 6 or otherwise arising by the exercise by them of their
function pursuant to these bye laws.
6.54.2
If a Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible Individual or Student resigns from
Membership before the disciplinary process as set out in this Bye Law 6 is completed the disciplinary
process shall be adjourned indefinitely. If the Member, Authorised Firm, Affiliated Partner, Responsible
Individual or Student applies to be readmitted to the Institute the process shall recommence. It shall be
decided by Council as to whether the process must be completed prior to re-admittance or post readmittance to Membership.
6.55
WAIVER
The Institute or any Committee or Tribunal of the Disciplinary process may dispense with any
requirement of these bye laws in respect of notices, service or time in any case where it appears to
be in the interests of justice, having regard to all the circumstances, provided it is satisfied that neither
the relevant person nor the Institute has been prejudiced in the conduct of his or its case.
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